
I don’t know when hope turned and left me? All I know is I’m empty and dry.  
Did circumstances injure my heart so? That it just leaked away, drip by drip, out of sight?  
Has the ongoing fear of tomorrow, come to steal it away from my soul? Maybe I gave so much 
hope to others, that somehow the spring of my hope was no more? 
 
Was I once buoyant, expectant! Youthful in hope running free!  
Has disappointment now crushed it to pieces, what is left of my hopes and my dreams?  
Have I decided to just play safe? To tuck myself into a blanket of doubt, live on the leftover 
fragments of yesterday, I can’t be so hurt… if I keep hope right out!  
Yet I know Jesus promised us hope, through his spirit! 
How can I receive, when I am so cracked and dry, what if this new hope could break me? Am I 
closed to tomorrow, to frightened to try?  
I used to hold hope’s new wine daily, now I feel absent and empty inside.  
 
Oh, how to restore and re-fill this chasm?  
Could hope be oil that I need? Bringing fresh healing, and new freedom to stretch, granting me 
courage to turn from regret. 
To trust once again, forgive and move on? Could hope be new land where my heart can walk 
strong?  
 
Could hope be a refuge, a shelter so safe, a great fortress of promise that encircles my days? 
Could hope be the height that I need now to see, beyond boundaries and walls that tower over 
me?  
Could hope be a ladder, I climb up to see, to focus my eyes on the truth? Some new vision and 
glimpse of what lies before me, eternal insight of a landscape so new?  
 
Could hope be a soft place in which I can rest? A hammock to sleep, a soft and flexible nest? 
Strung up whenever I find I have strayed, could hope be a lullaby, hope hold me safe.  
 
Can hope be a foundation on which I build, a safe structure beneath all my toil, a clear guiding 
pattern on which God designs the great kingdom works for my soul?  
 
Could hope be a movement just like the wind that blows mundane boredom aside. Or a fast 
flowing water, that carries me through the barren wastelands of my dry hardest times? Lifting 
me over rocks in my life, a current so strong that I find the river has changed, new adventures 
await, I’m swept into new seas, sent to be truth and light.  
 
Could hope be a flame, dancing with energy and life, catching, contagious, alive! Lighting my 
darkest and coldest of feelings, sweet guiding light leading others to life?  
 
Couldn’t hope be a flag, Jesus risen and free, catching the wind of God’s Spirit and rising up in 
me? A freedom declaration, celebration of truth, of ground that is taken and restored anew!  
 



Could hope come alive, like a victory shout, to shake and awaken my soul? A signpost to the 
Kingdom, a banner of love, flying over my life, saying ‘Grace makes me whole’!  
 
This hope I embrace, return to and dwell in, this hope I will carry and give out each day.  
This hope is in Jesus, this hope heals and holds, this hope is forgiveness and faith taken hold!  
This hope leaves no room for despondencies chains, regret falls away from my heart, 
disillusionment withers and new things have grown, excitement and passion, on this fertile 
land! 
For all of my days, I’ll return to my saviour; the author of hope the redeemer of all, whose love 
was enough for us all to abide in, whose promise and life breeds true hope in our souls! 
Death can do nothing to hold back the tide of this gift of renewal and change. For heaven 
awaits those who walk in his way, Yes! Hope leads us gently through the mountains and valley, 
through the darkest of nights, and the brightest of days, moment by moment, into our Eternal 
place.  


